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Iris Murdoch’s Letters in the English Epistolary Tradition
Wendy Jones Nakanishi
Iris Murdoch died on 8 February 1999 at the age of seventy-nine. An edition of
her correspondence was published sixteen years later, in 2015. Living on Paper, edited
by Avril Horner and Anne Rowe, consists of more than 760 letters and postcards
Murdoch wrote from 1934, when she was a schoolgirl of ﬁfteen, to 1995, when she was
seventy-six, a world famous writer, the author of twenty-six published novels as well as
philosophical essays and treatises but already in the grip of the Alzheimer’s that would
soon stop her writing altogether.
Living on Paper is the ﬁrst comprehensive collection of the philosopher-novelist’s
correspondence to be made public and, as such, offers her readers their ﬁrst opportunity
to assess her accomplishment as a letter writer. The edition also, as Malcolm Forbes has
observed, represents a kind of surrogate autobiography, and the nearest we will ever get
given the fact Murdoch wrote no memoirs.
With this publication, Murdoch joins the ranks of English individuals – some
illustrious, many obscure – whose supposedly private letters have been deemed of
sufﬁcient literary or social or historic interest to be made public. In other words, Murdoch
has become part of the English epistolary tradition of published letters stretching back
hundreds of years.
Only thirty-six of the letters in Living on Paper had been previously published, and
the edition represents only a small selection of Murdoch’s letters. The number she actually
wrote and sent has been estimated to be huge. The 3,200 letters held in the Iris Murdoch
Research Archive at Kingston University in London is probably matched by at least that
number elsewhere.
The quantity of Murdoch’s letters illustrates the central role letter writing played in
her life. It was an important part of her daily routine. She devoted her mornings to her
novels and philosophical writings and her afternoons to her correspondence. With some
friends, such as Brigid Brophy, she maintained near daily contact by letters.
Living on Paper garnered mixed reviews. Some dismissed Murdoch’s letters as dull;
others condemned what they considered the salacious behaviour on show; while still others
regretted the fact that Murdoch rarely discussed her work in them. But some applauded
the correspondence as revealing how talking, writing and reading all constituted erotic
acts for this important novelist.
Comparing Murdoch as a letter writer to such seminal ﬁgures as Alexander Pope,
Horace Walpole, or Virginia Woolf, it seems obvious Murdoch never intended her
letters for publication. In dashing off endless letters – ranging from long discourses
on philosophic topics to short utilitarian messages arranging meetings – Murdoch was
writing for speciﬁc friends rather than for posterity. We can be grateful so many of those
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missives have survived, giving us a vivid sense of Murdoch’s personality and interests.
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Usually The Better Ones’:
Into Crystalline with Murdoch and Kuan Yin
Paul Hullah
In her seminal essay Against Dryness （1961）
, Iris Murdoch offers a perceptive, prescient,
and self-consciously polemical appraisal of mid-20th century writing. Prescriptively
,
evaluating the modern novel in terms of modern poetry（whilst denying she is doing so）
Murdoch condemns dryness in modern（ist）literary texts. Yet certain aspects of this
selfsame dryness are qualities vital to the successful dynamic of Murdoch’s best writing:
clearness, self containedness（sic）, foregrounding of myth, metaphor, symbol, precision,
an organic musicality of structure, and conceptual coherence.
So what can we make of the apparent paradox? Murdoch calls certain types of literature
crystalline （in opposition to the journalistic or documentary ）: such works turn art into
a small quasi-allegorical object . . . portraying the human condition and demonstrate a too
shallow and ﬂimsy an idea of human personality . Reality is not a given whole, she
boldly declares: Against the consolations of form, the clean crystalline work, the simpliﬁed
fantasy-myth, we must pit the destructive power of the now so unfashionable naturalistic
idea . I think Murdoch is brilliant here, craftily disingenuous, knowingly donning the mantle
of devil’s advocate-apologist for crucial elements of her own writing, and the tension she
engenders between the poetic and the journalistic here is worthy of further exploration.
The question I endeavour to address in this paper, then, is: How might Murdoch’s
provocative pronouncements in Against Dryness be usefully applied to her own work?
Avowing that her complaints . . . are concerned primarily with prose, not with poetry ,
Murdoch again turns dissembler: crystalline aspects of art that she seemingly decries in
Against Dryness openly feature, in fact arguably characterize and dominate, much of
her best prose, and certainly underpin her strongest poetry. One thinks of her later novels
（particularly Jackson’s Dilemma）
, and important poems such as Music in Ireland in this
respect. Economically to unpick Murdoch’s typically mischievous, agile-minded position
, and
here, I will examine two Murdochian works: the poem The Phoenix-Hearted （1938）
the novel A Severed Head（1961）
, both of which crystalline pieces employ what might
be termed symboliste strategies in an attention to the East Asian bodhisattva, Kuan Yin
（觀音）
. By doing so, I hope to demonstrate that, if read in the light of Murdoch’s own
enigmatic instruction, these cornerstone crystalline texts are vital to those of us who wish
more fully to appreciate Murdoch’s multifaceted, maverick attitude（s） to criticism, to life,
and to art.
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